Character Sheet: Dee
Parser game, Occult noir detective adventure
Second person
NPC antagonist
Name: Dee, no last name.
Age: Appears mid-20s, subtly implied to be in their 140s
Sex & Gender: gender fluid/agender - they use magic to manipulate their appearance and gender, tend
to default to androgynous femme. They use all pronouns.
Race/Origin: Mixed European Canadian
Important Visual
Androgynous, constantly fluctuationg too slowly to notice unless you’re looking.
Affiliation/Team/Organization
Has recently broken off from a collective of obscure priests, which they and the protagonist are on the
run from.
Archetype/Inspiration Characters
Virginia Stillman from City of Glass by Paul Austre, general Femme Fatale stereotypes, Judith from
Imajica by Clive Barker, Lord Asriel from His Dark Materials, Azula from Avatar the Last Airbender.
Accidently ended up quite like Natalie from Memento.
3-4 keywords (personality traits):
Calculating, short tempered, frustrated, lonely.
Wants/Needs/Motivation:
Dee doesn’t like a lot of things about who they’ve become, and they believe the only way they can
change is to find and defeat the Quiet God. To do this, they need to get the player to find the box God is
kept in.
Biography/Background (300 words max):
Until recently, Dee was an acolyte of the Quiet God. Dee pledged allegiance to a sect of priests out of
both devotion and for the small amount power the alliance grants them. Allegiance prolonged their life
but didn’t make it any easier, and they still suffered all the regular heartbreaks, boredom and survival
insecurity as anyone else, along with the added stress of being part of a small ancient cult that is
constantly battling other cults. Dee is frustrated with their own growing bitterness and cynicism, and
how little patience they have for other people. They attempted to use magic to carve away that part of
their personality, multiple times, and it did not work - it made them more of a mess. But it attracted the
attention of another Old God, who promises to repair their personality. In exchange, Dee must first find
and help destroy the Quiet God.

The acolytes of the Quiet God do not know that it is Dee who has betrayed them, but have upped their
defences, preventing Dee from accessing the Quiet God. Dee needs the box the God is kept in, and they
tried to trick the player into getting it for them. The player delivered what they thought Dee asked for,
and Dee destroyed their personality and framed them for murder before realizing that it was the wrong
object. The player now has no memory, and Dee must try one way or another to use the player to get
the box for them.

Other character relationships
Player: Dee found the player on a dating app, where the player claimed to be a private detective and
Dee didn’t get the joke. Dee convinces the player to help them find their missing deadbeat father and
sneak some documents out of his house. Dee then destroys the players memory and frames them for
the murder of the “father”, thinking they got what they were looking for. When they discover they didn’t
get what they needed, they try to convince the player to help them, while avoiding the police and the
Quiet cult.
Paul Leonard: The person who’s murder the player has been framed for. A member of the Quiet cult that
has been entrusted with protecting the box that Dee is after. Figures out that the player was sent by Dee
for the box, and dies to protect it. Knows Dee just well enough to feel sympathy for both Dee and the
player when he realizes what is going on. He and Dee were just casual work colleagues and he never
suspected their betrayal.

Summary (max 4 words) that best describes your character: Mystic burn out fatale

Voice Notes:
Has two voices - when they are trying to get what they want from someone, they put on a persona of
being quietly friendly, hopeful and rather sultry. They are trying to behave like whoever they imagine
their mark would trust, they don’t have a very high opinion of other people and will usually default to a
pretty 2 dimensional character. When their true intentions are revealed, they speak somewhat formally,
but tend towards barely controlled contempt and impatience.
Audio Voice Quality: Ideally a voice with a lot of range, since they’re an expert at becoming different
people.
Quote (25 words max):
“All I’ve ever wanted is to be someone who knows what they need. Right now, I know what that is.”
Unique Look:
Dee deliberately keeps their appearance nebulous - and when they let their guard down, people who are
paying attention will notice they don’t look like anyone, and very sensitive people will notice their
features are always changing. When they are deliberately performing, they look however they and the
person they are talking to expect them to look and their appearance settles. They tend towards the

t-shirt/vest/blazer, slacks and dress shoes look, but will dress to fit in where they need to. They are very
tall.
Ability
Dee is very good at blending in - part of it is their natural personality, part of it is power granted by the
Quiet God. The Quiet God grants their followers power over themselves - their appearance, disposition,
health, the impression they make on other people, although it is more of an art than a science and
difficult to control. Dee has mastery of the physical aspects but has really butchered their own inner
world.
Anyone with the knowledge to access other-worldly entities can focus that power into spellcasting,
though it’s a very dangerous and imprecise practice, it tends to backfire like a monkey paw.

Additional Info
● Dee has cut out so many memories that they are not sure how old they are and are fuzzy on the
details of their life. This only bothers them for practical reasons, like not realizing they’ve met
someone before, and because it represents a failure of magic craft.
● Dee likes fashion all across the gender spectrum but usually keeps it in the middle for flexibility,
especially during this mission.
● Most of their life has actually been pretty quiet - there’s regular cult stuff, secret meetings, being
reassigned to different shines around the world, the occasional holy mission - but also day jobs,
office politics and relationships. This recent adventure is testing their subterfuge and planning
abilities in a way they have never been in any of their cult work.
● It’s been a while since they’ve had close friends or much responsibility within the cult. They’ve
isolated themselves since they started experimenting on their mind.
● Most of their day jobs have been as a plant in museums or auction houses, keeping an eye out
for sacred relics and meddlesome adventurers.
● So many people who work for any of the Old Gods “go mad” that it’s a stereotype even the cult
members don’t take very seriously or have much sympathy for.
● They enjoy sex in and of itself but also enjoy using it to get what they want, or what their cult
needs.
● They don’t consider themselves melodramatic but they very much are.

Casting

Casey Legler type, but with features that are constantly morphing, too slow to see.

